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Abstract. Reckless driving poses great danger to users and vehicles on the road. 

Studies have shown that reckless driving accounts for 60% of traffic accidents 

every year. Reckless driving can be caused by various factors including wine racks, 

drag racing, sleep deprivation and inexperienced driving. Due to these reasons, 

autonomous driving has received immersive attention in in the recent years. 

Forward collision warning is one of the core safety components in the development 

of autonomous vehicle. A forward collision warning system issues an early warning 

when a potential collision is detected in front of the ego vehicle. This paper presents 

a pipeline approach for visual-based forward collision warning. Deep learning-

based object detection and lane detection modules are integrated to sense the 

environment around the ego vehicle. If an object is sensed ahead of the vicinity of 

the ego vehicle, a warning will be triggered. A mean average precision 0.5 (mAP 

0.5) of 37.2 has been achieved with the proposed method. Empirical tests show that 

the proposed approach can work well with different road conditions including 

straight and curved roads, junctions, as well as different times of the days (e.g. days 

and nights). 
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1. Introduction 

In 2009, Google initiated the autonomous driving project. Autonomous driving 

technology has been constantly advancing thereafter. Autonomous driving has 

gradually entered into people’s life after Tesla came out with their first version of 

AutoPilot model known as Model S in October 2014. In year 2021, autonomous 

driving had reached level 3 out of 6 levels in driving automation where level 0 to 

level 5 signifies fully manual to fully automated, respectively. It is estimated that full 

automation will be released by 2025. The current autonomous driving systems still 

encounter much false detection, especially on roads without lane markings and low-

light conditions (Haixia et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2020). Therefore, there is a need for 

safety mechanism like collision warning for autonomous driving. 

There are many advantages with autonomous driving. An autonomous driving 

vehicle can automatically detect objects on the road and avoid possible collision. 

Hence, it would greatly reduce the risk of accidents on the road. Every year, there are 

1.17 million deaths around the world caused by road accidents, of which 3 out of 5 

people are pedestrians, 2 out of every 5 people are children. More than 70% of the 

causes of road accidents are due to drivers’ negligence where the most serious cause 

is reckless driving. 

A forward collision warning system is one of the critical components in 

autonomous vehicle safety measure. In the market, forward collision has been around 

for some time and most of the forward collisions warning systems are using sensors 

to make detection. There have been many manufacturers that produce sensors to 

detect objects on the road and notify users to avoid crashing such as Bosch, 

Continental AG, ZF-TRW and Autoliv. 

In this study, we present a forward collision warning system for autonomous 

vehicles by using visual approach. The research is divided into two parts which are 

lane detection and object detection. Lane detection is used to estimate whether the 

ego vehicle is in the correct lane on the road. On the other hand, object detection helps 

to calculate and detect safety zones in different forward angles and distances between 

vehicles. Both of the components are implemented via a deep pipeline approach. 

Experimental results show that a mAP 0.5 of 37.2 can be achieved using the proposed 

approach. Empirical tests have also testified the robustness of the proposed system 

against different illumination factors and road conditions. 

2. Related Works 

2.1. Object detection 

2.1.1. Conventional approaches for object detection 

In 2018, Raghunandan et. al (2018) proposed an object detection algorithms for video 

surveillance applications. The authors worked on object detection using colour, skin 
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and face information. In the study, several techniques such as the Viola Jones 

algorithm was applied to detect the facial feature. On the other hand, the YCbCr 

model (Green (Y), Blue (Cb), Red (Cr)) was used to detect the skin, while LIBS 

(Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy) was used to detect colour. The study faced 

challenges in LIBS (Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy) because the model 

failed to detect small objects such as leaves in the background. The study reported an 

accuracy of 95% using the proposed technique. 

Sengar et al. (2016) presented a moving object detection method based on block-

based frame differencing. As a moving object has high optical flow and noise 

corruption which affected real-time object detection, the study resorted to detect the 

object in videos by moving object detection approaches with inter-frame differencing 

and three-frame differencing. The proposed method allowed two video frames to 

identify the background and foreground pixels and solved the problems of aperture 

and ghosting. The proposed approach had good integrity of the objects in a different 

complex environment with a noisy background. A low error rate of 10.36% was 

reported in the study. 

In addition, Sumati et. al (2016) proposed a human object detection method by 

using Histogram of Gradient (HOG), Histogram of Bar (HOB), Histogram of Colour 

(HOC) and Block Orientation (BO) features. In HOG, each cell feature of four 

directions were normalized after being summed to reduce the data dimension. HOC 

was applied to allow distinguishing mixture of pure colour information and intensity 

information. On the other hand, HOB helped to model an object into bar and blobs 

while BO helped to reduce false object detections. In the experiments, a F-measure 

with 41% was achieved by the HOG + BO features and HOG, HOB, HOC features. 

2.1.2. Deep learning approaches for object detection 

Kim et. al (2018) introduced an Object Bounding Box-Critic Networks for occlusion-

robust object detection in road scene. The study worked on occlusion in road scenes. 

Occlusion affected the stability of object detection. Different obstacles were tested in 

the study, such as item occlusion, huge scale variations, and so on. Techniques such 

as actor-critic network were utilized to achieve robust object detection in occlusion. 

A multiple critic network was also presented to perform Bounding Box prediction 

(BB map), and a mix generative adversarial networks (GAN) with numerous actor-

critic networks was presented to improve performance. On the feature encoding part, 

a VGG16 object detection network was developed. After that, Faster RCNN was used 

to perform object detection on the KITTI dataset. The proposed method had the best 

performance on object detection in level easy, medium and hard in three types of 

objects which is pedestrian, car and cyclist. Precision-recall curve (AUC) of (0.862, 

0.695, 0.655), (0.950, 0.910, 0.862) and (0.730, 0.666, 0.630) was reported. The study 

concluded that the OBB-Critic network was one of the best solutions to detect object 

occlusions. 
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Kim et al. (2019) proposed an Attentive Layer Separation for object classification 

and object localization. The attention network and ResNet-101 were used as the 

backbone of the network. Both attention maps were generated to input the layer 

separation part and performed the two tasks. A mean average precision with 77.2 

mAP was reported for Faster R-CNN and 80.1 mAP for attention network. The study 

found that attention network was useful to detect object occlusions. 

On the other hand, Sai et al. (2019) proposed object detection and of object 

counting approach using a Tensor Flow Object Detection API. The models were 

trained using Faster RCNN (faster Region-based Convolutional Neural Network) to 

help define the number of objects in the image. In the experiment, an accuracy of 

81.81% was achieved by the model. The study found that better performance could 

be attained by having more training data. 

Alternatively, Wang et al. (2019) presented an object detection method with deep 

learning for underwater environment. The study worked on detecting living things 

such as fish in an underwater environment. You Only Look Once (YOLOv3) which 

had good bounding box predictions and good class predictions was utilized in the 

study. Feature Pyramid Network supported and Darknet-53 supported frameworks 

were adopted in the experiment. The study obtained almost 0.95 Intersection over 

Union (IOU) and almost 0.05 losses. It was observed that the accuracy would increase 

to a certain extent and it would be balanced after that. 

2.2. Lane detection 

2.2.1. Conventional approaches for lane detection 

Deng et al. (2018) proposed a double lane line edge detection method based on 

Constraint Conditions Hough Transform. They investigated lane identification using 

the constraint Hough transform double-edge extraction approach. The approach was 

used to convert the lane line area into red green blue (RGB) and gained the image's 

edge using Canny operator. The restriction of the straight lane line was detected using 

Hough transform. The curve lane was finished using least-squares fitting. The study 

got a 98.5% accuracy/recognition rate after the experiment and the authors pointed 

out that the method would shorten the processing time by using polar angles of Hough 

transform. 

Recently, Swetha et al. (2021) proposed a Shape Supervised Learning Algorithms 

(SSLA) based traffic sign and lane detection method for autonomous cars. The 

research was performed with SVM to train the model. SVM was used to identify the 

appropriate shape and adopted the Hough line transformation techniques. By using 

the SSLA, accuracy of SSLA was almost 0.95. The study succeeds in detecting the 

lane line and showed that SSLA was useful for enhancing the safety of autonomous 

cars. 
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Apart from that, Bhupathi et al. (2020) proposed an augmented sliding window 

technique to improve detection of curved lanes for autonomous vehicles. In the 

research, the sliding window approach and lane-fitting algorithm were used. Image 

operations such as colour-based extraction, grayscale image conversion, edge 

detection and perspective transformation were also applied. The Sobel edge detector 

was used to find the starting position. After that, gradient direction and grey level 

intensity and canny edge detection were used to segment dominant pixels. An 

accuracy of 96.26% was reported for the lane detection approach. The proposed 

method showed good performance to deal with sharp curve and dashed lines. 

In addition, Zhu et al. (2021) proposed a moment-based multi-lane detection and 

tracking algorithms. They applied several methods such as Kalman filtering and state-

of-the-art neural networks, and combined them in the research. The proposed method 

aimed to detect multi-lane and curve lanes. Multi-lane detection was separated into 

two steps which determined the starting point and derived dynamic Return on 

Investment (ROI) to extract lane segments. An accuracy rate of 98% was obtained by 

using the proposed method. 

2.2.2. Deep learning approaches for lane detection 

Li et al (2021) proposed a flexible lane detection method using Convolutional neural 

network (CNNs). Self-encoders and decoder networks (AE) and convolution neural 

networks were studied in the research. The encoder network was used to perform 

image feature extraction and representation. The decoder network performed pixel-

level fine-tuning by combining deep and shallow semantic information. An accuracy 

of 96% was achieved. The study found that AE had a good performance on lane 

boundary recognition and classification tasks for complex lane scenes and the 

proposed model met the requirements of real-time applications. 

Chen et al. (2020) proposed a non-local spatial information based lane detection 

method. The authors researched on non-local partial information modules which were 

composed of Secure Convolutional Neural Network (SCNN) modules and 

asymmetric non-local modules. VGG16 was used as the input and the top hidden 

layer. The non-local partial information module was divided into upward, downward, 

leftward, and rightward. In the study, Fl-measure of 73.9% was obtained. The module 

was validated by CULane and achieved an excellent result in the driving environment. 

Zou et al. (2020) proposed a robust lane detection from continuous driving scenes 

using deep neural networks. They applied Deep convolutional neural network 

(DCNN) and Deep Recurrent Neural Network (DRNN) in the research. The encoder-

decoder architecture was used, and ConvLSTM was applied to handle the encoder 

feature of the inputs. The result returned a high accuracy of 98%. The study claimed 

that this was one of the best methods for lane detection. 

Besides, Neven et al. (2018) proposed an end-to-end lane detection method using 

instance segmentation. In this study, they used the LaneNet and H-Net. LaneNet 
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could identify and cope with lane changes and could cluster loss functions for one-

shot segmentation challenges. H-Net was also utilized to tailor the loss function and 

optimized it from beginning to finish in order forecasting the parameters of a 

viewpoint transformation H. After testing, the authors discovered that their proposed 

approach had 96.4 percent accuracy and could detect lanes in 50 frames per second. 

Qian et. al (2020) proposed a deep learning transmittance network (DLT-Net) for 

joint detection of drivable areas, lane lines, and traffic objects. They used the DLT-

Net unified neural network to recognise drivable zones, lane lines, and traffic objects 

in their study. They also used encoders and decoders to extract rich visual information 

in the traditional way. A score of 68.4 percent accuracy was reported in the study. 

Nonetheless, various flaws were discovered in the study, like non-lane region being 

misclassified as part of the drivable region, and the inability to adjust to extreme 

reflecting situations, and also not being unable to forecast broken lane lines properly. 

3. Proposed Solution 

3.1. Deep learning-based object detection and lane detection 

In this study, a deep learning approach is used to perform object detection and lane 

detection. Specifically, the YOLACT algorithm is applied. YOLACT is an 

improvement over its predecessor, YOLO (Redmon et al., 2016). YOLACT has the 

same high performance as YOLO, but YOLACT has better flexibility and 

performance speed than YOLO. YOLACT has been developed to focus on improving 

the speed performance without losing accuracy. The main aim is to increase its 

flexibility to enable real-time predictions. 

YOLACT can predict high-quality segmentation masks of objects and describe 

their shapes like MASK RCNN, which further improves the flexibility that YOLO 

does not have. To generate real-time predictions, YOLACT uses ResNet-101 or 

ResNet-50 to create convolutional image pyramids to increase computational speed. 

After generating multiple regular convolutional image pyramids, Protonet and NMS 

help YOLACT generate prototype and mask coefficients, respectively. Finally, it 

would combine Protonet and NMS to crop and threshold the image to generate object 

and mask detections. The quality of the mask generated by YOLACT have higher 

quality than other algorithms and the mask is very close to the object.  

In this paper, two models for YOLACT are developed, one for object detection 

and the other for lane detection. A pre-trained model built using the Common Objects 

in Context (COCO) dataset is used for object detection. On the other hand, the model 

for lane detection is trained using a self-collected dataset. Images containing different 

types of road lanes, e.g. straight lane, curved lane, junctions, lanes with different 

lighting conditions (e.g. bright lighting, medium lighting, dark lighting, shadows) are 

captured. The lane markers are manually annotated on the images. These annotated 

images are then used to train a custom YOLACT model for lane detection. 
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3.2. Forward collision warning 

The proposed forward collision warning module receives video input from a camera. 

The camera can be any smart devices like IoT sensors that are mounted at the front 

of the ego vehicle. The overall process flow of the proposed system is presented in 

Figure 1.  

At the start of the program, the proposed system checks for video capture and if 

no video is detected, it ends the process. If a video is captured, it would generate 

frames from the video to detect objects from each frame via YOLACT. The system 

removes objects with scores over 0.6 from the frame and loops through to generate 

recovery object frames. At every 20 iterations, lane detection is performed by using 

YOLACT and the system verifies if any lane is detected in the frame. If no lane is 

detected, it continues with the next frame until a lane is detected. If a lane is detected 

in the current frame but no frame is detected in the next frame, the lane landmarks 

detected in the previous frame will be used. Otherwise, if more than lanes are detected, 

the highest lane detection score will be used to generate lane masks to check for 

overlapping objects and lane masks. If an overlapping objects and lane masks are 

detected in the frame, an alert will be triggered. Figures 2 and 3 depicts the output of 

normal and output with warning message for the proposed forward collision warning 

system. 
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Fig. 1: Block process flow.  
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Fig. 2: Output for a safe driving region. 
Fig. 3: Issue warning for objects detected 

in safe driving region. 

4. Experimental Results 

4.1. Object detection 

First, a number of deep learning-based object detection methods have been explored. 

They include YOLO, YOLACT and Mask RCNN. The COCO pre-trained weights 

are used in all the models.  

The reason why the processing speed of Mask RCNN is prolonged is that the 

detection mask itself takes a long time, not to mention that it often has a lot of false 

detections on the mask, resulting in many objects being redundant on the mask, so its 

speed will be serious slower. Compared with MASK RCNN, YOLACT's fps will be 

faster, because YOLACT's object detection is more accurate than MASK RCNN so 

the false detection object will be reduced, resulting in YOLACT having the fastest 

detection speed. YOLOv5 is the fastest because it only detects the bounding box of 

the object and does not spend time sketching the object's mask. 

The final conclusion would explain their pros and cons when applying this system. 

Table 1 summarizes the performances of using the different object detection 

approaches. Mean average precision is a method to calculate a conditional probability 

of witnessing data given a model weighted by a previous probability or belief about 

the model; while intersection over a union (IOU) indicates how much the expected 

and ground truth bounding boxes overlap. Frames per second (fps) indicates how 

many frames can be generated in each second from the system. The speed for the 

different methods are also provided in Figure 4.  Among the methods, YOLACT and 

Resnet-101 offer favourable results because they flexible, accurate and real-time 

performance. 
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Fig. 4: Object detection speeds. 

In Table 1, the mean average precision is the method to calculate a conditional 

probability of witnessing data given a model weighted by a previous probability or 

belief about the model and the intersection over a union (IOU) indicates how much 

the expected and ground truth bounding boxes overlap. Frames per second (fps) is a 

method to calculate how many frames can be generated in each second from the 

system. 

Table 1. A comparison of different object detection approaches 

Methods 

Mean 

average 

precision 

(mAP) 

IoU = 0.5 

Advantage 

(Dwivedi 2020; 

YOLACT; 

Mask R-CNN 

2021) 

Frame per 

second (fps) 
Performance 

Nvidia 

GTX 

1050 TI 

Tesla 

K80 
Pros Cons 

YOLO  

YOLOv5s 
37.2 

Better 

performance in 

detecting 

smaller objects, 

no overlapping 

boxes 

30 27 

Fastest 

processing 

speed, 

detection is 

accurate 

Not flexible 

YOLACT 

Resnet-

101 

COCO 

29.5 Higher Quality 

of Masks, High 

speed, 

flexibility 

5 5 
Flexible, 

detection is 

accurate, 

faster 

processing 

speed 

Slower 

prediction 

speed than 

YOLO 
YOLACT 

Resnet-50 

COCO 

27.0 5 5 

Mask 

RCNN 

COCO 

29.6 

Simple to train, 

good 

performance, 

flexibility 

1 2 Flexible 

Slowest 

prediction 

speed, 

annotation 

shape is not 

smooth, 

detection is 

not accurate 
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4.2. Lane detection 

4.2.1. Dataset preparation 

Instead of using a pre-trained model, the lane detection model is trained using a 

custom dataset. For this purpose, images of different lane conditions are captured. A 

Huawei Nova 5t hand phone is used as the recording device. The device is placed in 

front of the vehicle to avoid unnecessary jitters in the video quality. The recording 

starts when the car starts to move. In total 25 videos have been collected, thirteen 

morning videos, four evening videos, and eight raining videos that vary in length, 

driving conditions, and environments are acquired to ensure their uniqueness. In this 

way, we can ensure that the trained model is able to detect lanes in different driving 

conditions and situations. Some sample lanes conditions are portrayed in Figure 5. 

After that the videos are cropped to 1980x1080 pixels. Makesense AI is used to turn 

each frame into its own bounding boxes and polygon annotations and the annotations 

and bounding boxes are exported into a COCO.json file. Figure 6 illustrate the 

annotated frame with bounding box.  

Fig. 5: Frames for different lane conditions. top left: night; top right: junction; bottom left: 

curved lane; bottom right: straight lane. 

Fig. 6: Frames annotated with bounding box and polygon. 
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4.2.2. Lane detection evaluation 

A number of models have also been investigated for lane detection. The models tested 

include conventional YOLO, YOLACT and Mask RCNN. The performances of the 

different lane detection approaches are shown in Table 2. 

The reason why the processing speed of Mask RCNN is prolonged is that the 

detection mask itself takes a long time, not to mention that there is much false 

detection on the mask, resulting in many redundant objects detected on the mask. This 

makes the speed much slower. As compared to MASK RCNN, YOLACT's fps is 

faster. YOLACT's object detection rate is more accurate than MASK RCNN and false 

detection is reduced. YOLOv5 is the fastest because it only detects the bounding box 

of the object and does not spend time sketching the object's mask. Nevertheless, the 

quality of the mask generated is less superior.  

The speed comparisons among the methods are also illustrated in Figure 7. We 

observe that YOLACT gives the best performance in terms of speed and accuracy in 

the test. Therefore, the YOLACT model is adopted in the subsequent evaluations. 

Fig. 7: Frames annotated with bounding box and polygon. 

In Table 2, the mean average precision is the method to calculate a conditional 

probability of witnessing data given a model weighted by a previous probability or 

belief about the model and the intersection over a union (IOU) indicates how much 

the expected and ground truth bounding boxes overlap. Frames per second (fps) are 

a method to calculate how many frames can be generated in each second from the 

system. 
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Table. 2: Comparison of lane detection approaches. 

Method 

Mean 

average 

precision 

(mAP) IoU 

= 0.5 

Advantage 

(Dwivedi 

2020; 

YOLACT; 

Mask R-

CNN 2021) 

Frame per 

second (fps) 
Performance 

Nvidia 

GTX 

1050 TI 

Tesla 

K80 
Pros Cons 

YOLOv5 

with 

conventional 

method 

- 

Better 

performance 

in detecting 

smaller 

objects, no 

overlapping 

boxes 

- 6 

Fastest 

processing 

speed 

Not flexible, 

detection is 

inaccurate 

YOLACT 

Resnet-101 
24.56 

Higher 

Quality of 

Masks, High 

speed, 

flexibility 

5 5 

Flexible, 

detection is 

accurate, 

faster 

processing 

speed 

Slower 

prediction 

speed than 

YOLO 

Mask 

RCNN 
98.2 

Simple to 

train, good 

performance, 

flexibility 

1 2 Flexible 

Slowest 

prediction 

speed, 

annotation 

shape is not 

smooth, 

detection is 

not accurate 

4.3. Hardware evaluation 

A forward collision warning system must operate under different conditions. 

Therefore the system needs to operate very at top speed. GPUs play a critical role in 

supporting the speed of the system. So it is important to evaluate the performance of 

the GPU. In this study, three types of GPUs have been tested namely NVIDIA GTX 

1050 TI, NVIDIA Tesla K80 and NVIDIA RTX 2070s, as this are the GPUs we 

currently have. Both NVIDIA GTX 1050 TI and NVIDIA Tesla K80 have an object 

detection rate of 5fps. This is important to support the execution of the system, to not 

only detect but also generate masks for lanes and objects, check for objects ahead and 

generate alert messages. 

A forward collision warning system must operate under different conditions. 

Therefore the system needs to operate very at top speed. GPUs play a critical role in 

supporting the speed of the system. So it is important to evaluate the performance of 

the GPU. In this study, three types of GPUs have been tested namely NVIDIA GTX 

1050 TI, NVIDIA Tesla K80 and NVIDIA RTX 2070s, as this are the GPUs we 

currently have. Both NVIDIA GTX 1050 TI and NVIDIA Tesla K80 have an object 

detection rate of 5fps. This is important to support the execution of the system, to not 
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only detect but also generate masks for lanes and objects, check for objects ahead and 

generate alert messages. 

When running real-time test, NVIDIA GTX 1050 TI or NVIDIA Tesla K80 could 

not perform well as the processing time is around video time *~10. Only NVIDIA 

RTX 2070s can achieve timely detection. This processor is 2.87 to 4.64 times faster 

than NVIDIA GTX 1050 TI. A comparison of the different hardware is provided in 

Table 3.  

Table. 3: Comparison of using different hardware. 

GPU 
NVIDIA RTX 

2070 

NVIDIA GTX 

1050 TI 
Tesla K80 

Avg. Locally-deformable 

PRT (Bat) 
129 fps 38 fps  

Avg. High dynamic range 

lighting (Teapot) 
120 fps 41.7 fps  

Avg. Render target array 

GShader (Sphere) 
175 fps 37.7 fps  

Avg. NBody particle 

system (Galaxy) 
126 fps 39.5 fps  

Processing time (video time * ~3) 
(video time * 

~10) 
 

Advantage (GeForce GTX 

1050; GeForce RTX 2070 

vs Tesla K80) 

High value for 

money, highest 

clock speed 

Cheap 

Highest value for 

money, 

Highest memory, 

cheapest 

4.4. Real-time tests 

The proposed forward-collision warning system is tested with real-time input videos. 

Different lane types and road conditions have been tested. The output for the different 

tests is illustrated in Figures 8 to 15. In general, we observe that the proposed method 

can work very well in dealing with the different lane types like straight lane, curve 

lane and junction. It can also detect the objects and lane correctly under different 

weather condition and different times of the day, e.g. morning, night and rainy day. 

While the forward-collision warning system works well, it suffers from some 

detection errors sometimes. Figure 16 shows a false detection output at the high 

deceleration zone. When the car passes through the high deceleration area, the camera 

will move upward, and whole screen is mistakenly detected as the lane. Figure 17 

shows false detection of a vehicle. This error happens because the detected object's 

score is below 0.6, so the fore-front vehicle is not detected as an obstacle in front of 

the ego vehicle. 
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Fig. 8: Straight lane in the morning. Fig. 9: Straight lane in the night. 

Fig. 10: Curved lane in the morning. Fig. 11: Curved lane during rainy day. 

Fig. 12: Raining day in the morning. Fig. 13: Junction in the morning. 

Fig. 14: Junction in the night. Fig. 15: Junction during rainy day. 

Fig. 16: Output of misdetection lane at 

deceleration zone. 

Fig. 17: Output of misdetection object. 
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5. Conclusion  

Many lives have been lost due to reckless driving. Autonomous driving appears to be 

a promising solution to safe driving. In this paper, a visual-based forward-collision 

warning system is proposed for autonomous vehicles. The forward-collision warning 

system allows lanes and objects to be detected reliably from the road. In this research, 

different deep learning models have been tested for lane and object detection. 

Empirical tests show that the YOLACT technique yields the best performance. It has 

a processing speed of 5 fps and the object and lane masks predictions are very 

accurate. 

In the future, efforts will be dedicated to explore more sophisticated lane and 

object detection techniques. The fusion of visual and sensor input will also be a 

potential research direction. 
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